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Abstract This study investigates the comparative analysis between brick walls and stone walls, focusing on their historical development, construction techniques, structural arrangements, aesthetics, environmental impacts, and economic considerations. The utilization of bricks as a construction material can be traced back to 7000 B.C in Mesopotamia, with notable progressions occurring circa 2500 B.C following the innovation of kiln firing, resulting in more robust and long-lasting bricks. Throughout history, bricks have been utilized in significant architectural endeavors such as the Great Wall of China and Roman aqueducts, with the Industrial Revolution further enhancing their cost-effectiveness and manufacturing efficiency. Conversely, stone walls are renowned for their endurance, visual attractiveness, and historical importance. Although brick walls are favored for their cost-effectiveness and ease of construction, stone walls are chosen for their durability and aesthetic appeal. Furthermore, the study highlights the environmental concerns associated with brick manufacturing, specifically the emissions from kiln firing and transportation. By scrutinizing these facets, the paper aims to offer a comprehensive insight to assist in decision-making concerning the selection of suitable materials for construction undertakings. Both materials possess distinct advantages and drawbacks, rendering them suitable for specific circumstances and purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the construction industry, the type of wall has a profound impact on quality, looks, and sustainability of the structure. Bricks and stones, as traditional and classical materials for constructions, have their advantages and disadvantages that affect their usage in contemporary constructions. The following study aims at comparing and contrasting brick and stone walls starting with the historical form, techniques of construction of the walls, structures and forms, aesthetics, environmental and economic aspects. By examining these elements, it is hoped that this paper will provide a comprehensive understanding for the use in decision making in regard to the selection of the right material for construction projects.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The use of bricks as a building material is as old as civilization itself with evidence of early brick structures being dated 7000 B.C in Mesopotamia. Originally, they were sun baked, but with the discovery of firing in kiln between 2500BC, there was a marked improvement where one got harder and well burned bricks. Over many centuries, the practical use of bricks relates to, for instance, the construction of the Great Wall in China and Roman aqueducts. The Industrial Revolution added more mechanical processes to the manufacturing of bricks to make them more affordable. Currently, brick walls are still preferred due to their rather high levels of durability and versatity, as well as their looks.

Since ancient times, the construction of stone walls has remained basic and fully functional. The use of stone has been evident in antiquity, which the Egyptian, the Greeks and the Romans particularly used stone structures in building their forts and religious structures and Tombs. Dry-stone and mortared walls are the two most common forms of stone masonry construction even though the techniques could differ significantly. Dry-stone walls are constructed solely of stones, and the stones are assembled without mortar or concrete to hold them together. Stones that are used for mortared walls are cemented or lime washed to improve their strength and provide them with a more lasting quality. Historically, stone has been incorporated in great architectural feats of the world, for instance; pyramids of Egypt and Parthenon. Stone walls have an accumulated culture and hermetic beauty that no one can doubt and that makes them appreciated all over the world.

3. MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

The common materials used in making of bricks are clay or concrete. Clay bricks are prepared from natural clay and are hardened by burning them in kilns at high temperatures. Concrete bricks can be defined as the solid masonry unit made up of cement, sand and aggregates and are commonly known to be strong and versatile. The enclosing structure of the wall is created by the courses of bricks and placing mortar between them to help hold the wall together. Different bonding arrangements that include stretcher bond or header bond make the wall stronger and interesting. These are; reinforced brick works whereby steel bars are incorporated in order to improve the load bearing and seismic qualities. Brick walls are best known for their homogeneity, buildability and the variety of design possibilities.
Natural stones such as granite, limestone, sandstone and marble are used to build stone walls. The type of stone chosen depends on the kind that is available and most appropriate as per strength and looks. Dry-stone and mortared methods are the two common ways used in construction of stone walls. Dry-stone walls are built by fitting stones together without cement or any other kind of binder, depending on the stones’ mass and skillful positioning. In mortared stone walls, the stones are bound together by a mortar which also acts as reinforcement to the structure. Stone masonry can be normal rubble work or ashlar masonry styles, where stones are needed to be of similar size and shape. Building stone walls involves so much work in trying to ensure that the stones are properly aligned and balanced.

4. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

The load bearing capacity of brick walls is very high because of uniform bricks and strong bond through mortar. This capability makes it possible for brick walls to support heavyweight and multistoried structures. Enhancement of load-bearing capacity is now made even better through the use of steel reinforcement for more brickwork. Stone walls also depend on the sheer strength and when large stone blocks are used the load bearing capability is also very high. However, depending on some factors that include the type of stone used, construction method, and workmanship, a stone wall may differ in the level of its strength. Dry-stone walls are created by interlocking stones without the use of supports, whereas mortared stone walls have added support from the mortar mixture. (table-1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Average Load-Bearing Capacity (kN/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced Brick</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone (Granite)</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone (Limestone)</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermal characteristics of brick walls are also good because it is capable of absorbing and releasing heat gradually thus controlling indoor temperatures. This property plays a role in energy conservation and control of thermal comfort in the building. Stone walls are also found to give very good thermal characteristics in respect of both insulation and density. Stone walls also gain and lose heat at a slower rate compared to brick walls, and this qualifies them as good thermal masses. Wall thickness and constructions play an important role on capability of each material of isolating heat but density of natural stone more often gives enhanced thermal performance. (table-2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Average Temperature Fluctuation (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another paramount factor is seismic performance because occurrences of earthquakes are relatively high in some areas. The earthquakes can exert pressure onto the walls made from bricks and especially if the walls have not been reinforced then the pressure can cause the wall to crack or even collapse. Reinforced brick work which includes use of steel bars and meshes offer better solution for earthquake resistance since it offers the house flexibility as well as strength. Thus, structures with flexible mortar or built using the dry-stone method work more efficiently in the case of an earthquake since they are more flexible and have a manageable weight load. In order to achieve good seismic performance both the construction techniques and the type of bricks or stones to be used should be carefully chosen.

5. AESTHETIC AND ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

Bricks are versatile as designing with them can be done to a very great extent Due to its availability in so many varying colors, sizes and pattern. Different bond arrangements like herring bone or basket weave arrangements are possible for aesthetic appeal. Bricks can be shaped into any design that is preferred and since they are interlocking and of equal size then the construction is carried out with ease and accuracy. Stone walls are less uniform structurally and aesthetically they offer different texture, color and shape of the stone to bring out that natural feel about it. It is possible to have a unique texture of each stoned wall as it is created from natural stones; emphasizing a rustic or traditional look. It was observed that architects require decisions between the material of brickwork and stonework, depending on the aesthetical outlook on the building’s facade.

It was evident from the research that brick walls are easier to maintain as compared to the stone walls. There is little effect of weathering and other damages, and corrective measures are more easily carried out;
essentially it involves the replacement of individual bricks or mortar joints. The use of walls made from bricks make them stand for a longer time and almost require no maintenance at all. The use of stone walls may have some downsides since besides being rather durable, the stones themselves can erode and or the mortar that holds sections of stones together can crumble with time. (Soleymani, et al., 2022) Maintenance is required for problems of cracking, erosion or stones becoming detached from the wall. If early intervention of maintenance and repair is done, then it will go a long way in the establishing the longevity of stone walls and the beauty that comes with it.

Brick and stone walls are one and the same with many historical and cultural likeminded. Brick walls are one of the most common elements of architecture that do not attract much attention, are inherent in the process of urbanization and industrialization, and are closely connected with developments in construction engineering. It can be noted that bricks have been used for construction throughout history, for instance, Red Fort in India, and a part of medieval city walls in York. Stone walls are associated with historic, structures, and traditional work. This may include historical heights such as the great wall of China and the medieval castles of Europe. Materials selected can indicate an architect’s cultural or architectural background which is a component of the building’s design and value.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The use of bricks has high environmental impacts mainly because of the energy that is used in the process of a kiln firing, and pollution. But this is true, bricks can be recycled and can be used in other constructions thereby making it more sustainable than the others. In brick production other innovation has brought efficiency in energy use and incorporation of green raw materials. Compared to brick making, stone due to its raw form is relatively energy intensive to mine hence has had a low energy impact. Nonetheless, the process of quarrying has negative effects on the environmental setting resulting to interference with ecosystems and terrain. These effects can be reduced by the practices like selective quarrying, and post-mining, site restoration. Each material has its ecological traits; nevertheless, stone walls are more compatible with the diaphysis since they are harvested from nature and demonstrated outrageous durability.

The following are some of the emissions associated with brick production; There is a huge emission today that come from kiln firing and movement of bricks. Initiatives applied in the endeavors to bring down the carbon emissions include switching to using fuels that are friendly to the environment, increasing the efficiency in energy use, and the use of recycled material. Even though the mechanical process of stone extraction is less energy consuming as such, then again, it is also associated with emissions of greenhouse gases from quarrying and sites of transportation. This way, it is easier to determine which materials’ usage is in compliance with the environmental sustainability goals available for evaluation in terms of carbon footprint. Therefore, reducing the carbon intensity of materials and adopting favorable constructing principles decreases the environmental effects of construction ventures.

7. COST ANALYSIS

Most of the costs of constructing a brick wall would be the cost of bricks, mortar and labor costs. The cost may be quite low because bricks are standardized and there are mechanized techniques of production. Concrete bricks can also possess cost effectiveness to some extent depending on the particular use. Stone walls however will cost both in materials and labor more than wooden walls especially if the stones have to be specially sourced or if the stones have to be cut to fit. The cost of the structure includes sub aspects such as stone type, source of the stone, and the level of difficulty in the construction process. While it will cost a little more at the start than using other materials for constructing the walls, stones are lasting and beautiful.

It is commonly accepted that brick walls are cheaper when it comes to long-term maintenance as materials of this kind are more durable and insensitive to climatic conditions. Maintenance activities tend to be relatively simple whereby one has to use stones or mortar joints to fix a structure. This is one of the reasons why construction of brick walls is relatively cheap in the long run as they have a longer span. Even though a stone wall is very long lasting, there are certain disadvantages of this material that are connected with the higher cost of maintenance, for instance, if the stone weathers quickly or if the mortar joints are worn out. Subsequent illumination, maintenance and repairs would certainly add more years to the life of Stone walls and their value. The article also pointed out that the decision should be made on comparing the cost of choosing brick as against choosing stone including the cost implication of using bricks and stones in the future.

8. CONCLUSION

Both brick and stone are good for construction works but have some disadvantages that make them ideal for specific occasions and conditions. Brick walls are preferred as they are comparatively cheaper and easier to build whereas stone walls are preferred as they last long, are aesthetically pleasing and have historic value.
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